1) Pre-reading task.

Study the glossary below. Match the words 1-10 with their definitions A-J.

**GLOSSARY**

1. to locate  
2. to welcome  
3. to host  
4. numerous  
5. scholarly  
6. recreational  
7. to reach  
8. major  
9. urban  
10. adjacent  

A. next to or near something else  
B. relating to towns and cities, or happening there  
C. existing in large numbers  
D. to arrange a special event and provide the area, buildings, equipment, or services needed for it  
E. done or used for enjoyment  
F. connected with scholars or with the formal study of a subject  
G. important, serious, large, or great  
H. to arrive somewhere  
I. to greet someone in a polite and friendly way when they have come to see you or to help you  
J. to find out the exact place where someone or something is

*Answers: 1J 2I 3D 4C 5E 6F 7H 8G 9B 10A*

2) Read the text. Give your own title to it.

Princeton University, located in the heart of Princeton, New Jersey, welcomes visitors to its historic campus. Each year, Princeton hosts numerous visitors who are interested in the many educational, scholarly, cultural, recreational and athletic activities that enrich this University and its community.

An excellent transportation network of bus, rail and highways puts Princeton within easy reach (an hour or less) of major urban centers: Philadelphia and Trenton to the south, Newark and New York to the north. International airports are located in Philadelphia, Newark and New York. Bus and train stations to these cities are adjacent to campus.

3) Read the text: VISITING TPU CAMPUS. Fill in the gaps using the words from the glossary above.

Tomsk Polytechnic University (TPU), is 1_______ in Tomsk, Russia, is the oldest technical university in Russia east of the Urals. It 2_______ more than 22,000 current students and has graduated more than 100,000 technical specialists. TPU 3_______ 4_______ students from the countries all over the world.

One can 5_______ Tomsk through Moscow. It takes about 4 hours to get to Tomsk from Moscow by plane. There are daily flights from Domodedovo (DME) and Sheremetyevo (SVO) to Tomsk Bogashevo (TOF).

Today National Research University places special emphasis on advanced engineering education, internationalization and integration of research, educational, 6_______ and 7_______ activities.

Answers: 1 located 2 welcomes 3 hosts 4 numerous 5 reach 6 scholarly 7 recreational

4) Use the link http://tpu.ru/today/meet-tpu/maps/ to study the map of TPU campus.

A) On the map find:
- somewhere you can take a bus
- somewhere you can have lunch
- a place where you can keep you fit
- a place where you can sign important documents
- a place where you can find out about research and innovations
- somewhere you can get your salary

B) Read the information from TPU employee telling his colleague how to get to the main building of TPU from the railway station.

To get to the main building of TPU from the railway station is quite easy, but be careful the road is very busy. At the railway bus stop take the buses №№ 2, 4, 12, 442. After about 10 or 15 minutes you take off at the TEMS bus stop. At the traffic lights cross the Usov St. and turn left there. Cross the Lenin Avenue. Take turning on your right. Go straight ahead. Pass by Building 4. In twenty meters there is the main building on your left.

C) Look at the map again and write down different ways of getting to the main building from:
- Building 19
- The library
- The swimming-pool
- Building 10
- Your variant